Enabling your people to run a successful IT and security operation through automation

Let’s face it – as your organization’s technology demands grow, mistakes happen. And when mistakes happen, organizational imperatives like productivity and vulnerability remediation can become even bigger concerns. The problem is this: rather than being built into the fabric of a solution, security is often treated as an afterthought.

Optiv’s Orchestration and Automation capabilities not only incorporate security into every step of your business process, but they can also help optimize your existing operations to save you stress, time and money. Whether enhancing technology solutions, streamlining back-office functions or improving security incident response times, our full breadth of services will align with your organization’s unique requirements to help bring your future-state vision to reality.

**Optiv Solutions**

Let us eliminate lag time between tasks, enhance security posture, reduce mean time to resolution and minimize operator intervention - all while recording and measuring your improved, strategic KPIs.

Our offerings within O&A are focused on the following areas:

- Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response (SOAR)
- Technology automation and orchestration
  - DevSecOps (e.g., CI/CD, CS, infrastructure-as-code, containerization, microservices)
  - Secrets Management
- Business automation and orchestration
  - Secure robotics process automation
  - Hyperautomation
  - Configuration / Optimization

**How We Do It**

**Align With Business Objectives**

We work with clients to understand their unique business needs and pain points, as well as their IT and security goals and objectives.

**Assess Current State**

Our team conducts targeted assessments to review our clients’ security and IT architecture, analyzing workflows for security, IT operations or business functions, as well as their related operating model.

**Increased Revenue**

Once the current state is baselined, we work with our clients to co-design their ideal future-state vision and develop a supporting strategy to optimize their operations through orchestration and automation, which includes:

- Identifying actionable use cases for process efficiencies and cost reductions that provide immediate value to an organization’s security posture, efficiency and ROI
- Recommending team design and security operating model
- Technology recommendations and pricing analysis
Outcomes We Deliver

- **Clear Direction.** Our holistic orchestration and automation strategy reduces overlapping products and other duplicative efforts, while addressing unique business requirements and regulatory compliance.

- **Accelerated time to value.** We bring value to organizations quickly by prioritizing use cases based on current security posture, impacts to efficiency and level of development effort.

- **Enhanced security posture.** Complex processes will be automated with a security-by-design approach.

- Measurement of results. We’ll help you identify metrics and KPIs that will measure outcomes aligned to your business requirements.

---

16 Years
The average experience of our transformation experts

Emerging Technology Expertise
Not only in orchestration and automation, but also data analytics, DevSecOps, public/private/hybrid cloud and robotic process automation

Industry Experience
Healthcare, finance, manufacturing, critical infrastructure, retail, aerospace and defense, oil and gas, and more

Inspired Thought Leaders
Speaking engagements at leading industry conferences, including Microsoft Ignite, AWS re:Invent, RSA Conference, Spark Summit and Black Hat

Optiv’s cloud security specialists certifications

**Industry**
- Cloud Security Alliance CCSK, ISC2 CCSP+

**Amazon Web Services**
- **Specialty:** Big Data, Security, Advanced Networking
- **Certified:** Cloud Practitioner, Solutions Architect, Developer, SysOps Administrator, Solutions Architect, DevOps Engineer

**Microsoft Certified**
- Azure Dev-Ops Engineer Expert, Azure Solutions Architect Expert, Azure Security Engineer Associate, Azure Administrator Associate, Azure Developer Associate, MS-100/101, 200/201, 300/301, 500, 700, 900, MD-100/101

**Google Cloud**
- Professional Cloud Architect, Professional Data Engineer, Professional Cloud Developer, Cloud Network Engineer, Cloud Security Engineer, Associate Cloud Engineer

---

Secure greatness™
Optiv Security is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, delivering strategic and technical expertise to more than 7,000 companies across every major industry. We partner with organizations to advise, deploy and operate complete cybersecurity programs from strategy and managed security services to risk, integration and technology solutions. With clients at the center of our unmatched ecosystem of people, products, partners and programs, we accelerate business progress like no other company can. At Optiv, we manage cyber risk so you can secure your full potential.
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